Game Mode
For ease of use, all games will be played in “Kick Off” Mode

Picking teams
Every player is allowed to pick their preferred club team and have to stick to same team throughout the competition.
Teams are to be picked and delegated ONE week before the start of the tournament. Players are not allowed to use
multiple teams throughout the tournament as they please. During registration, each player will be given to list down
3 of their top teams and priority of the team selection will be given to those who register first. Only a maximum of 2
players that can have the same team at a time.
Forfeits
If player does not show for the game or forfeits during the game, he/she loses the game with maximum score of 3-0

Conduct
The administrator has the rights to disqualify player from the tournament after misconduct or unethical behaviour
during the tournament. Disqualification means that the player is not allowed to play any more games in the
tournament and will automatically lose every game with the maximum score of 3-0

Match Schedule
32 Team single elimination play offs.
17. 18 October 2020 will be Round of 32. (8 games/day)
24 October 2020 will be Round of 16 (8 games)
25 October will be quarter finals, Semi Finals, 3rd -4th placing and FINALS. (8 games)

Score recording and fixture
The scores will be reported to the score table by both players after the game. Match fixtures will be decided through
a ballot that will be broadcasted live on GNV AVLFX’s Facebook page to avoid any form of malice or biasness.
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General rules















Frequent and purposeful pausing during game play is not allowed.
No side line coaching is allowed. You may cheer or boo as the game progresses, but you may not offer advice
to anyone playing a game
If a player purposely turns off a game while it’s in progress, that player will be disqualified from the
tournament. Entry into future tournaments may be denied.
All players must play the Game using the above game-play settings. Once a match starts one cannot
complain of incorrect settings of gameplay and the match must be continued.
By entering this tournament, each participant consents to the posting and use of his or her name and/or
photograph on GNV AVLFX’s Facebook and website page.
If a player requires to use his own controller, it is permitted but if the joystick is lost or damaged during the
tenure of the competition, GNV will not be responsible
By attending the FIFA E-Tournament, participants agree without reservations to comply with these rules and
regulations, as well as the decisions made by the referees of the tournament. The application of these rules
and regulations is at the sole discretion of the referees. Any decisions made may overrule the following rules
and regulations to maintain the spirit of competition. Participants have to obey the instructions made by the
referees at all times.
Every participant acknowledges the rights of GNV AVLFX to modify these rules and regulations at any given
time and without prior notice
Every participant is asked to maintain an adequate level of respect and friendliness with the other
participants and the referees. Insults and unfair or disrespectful behaviour towards the referees and the
other participants won’t be tolerated and will be punished, an immediate disqualification and/or a
temporary ban from the FIFA tournament.
Every participant has to stay ready and available for the duration of the tournament, or until his elimination
from the tournament. Longer absence needs to be approved by the referees in order to avoid any sort of
punishment
Player are only allowed to pause the game if their team is in possession of the ball

Standing and tie break



1. This is a play-off format. There is NO double legs. It is strictly a single elimination competition.
2. If two teams are still tied after normal time, a penalty shootout will be played to determine the winner.
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Match Setting
 Half Length: 10-min for (Round of 32 &16, Quarters) and 15-min Semis & Finals)
 Difficulty Level: Legendary
 Quick Subs: On
 Match Conditions: Custom
 Season: Any
 Time of Day: Any
 Weather: Clear
 Pitch Pattern: Default
 Pitch Wear: None
 Game Speed: Normal
 Ball: Default

Rules
 Injuries: Off
 Offside: On
 Bookings: On
 Handball: Off

Camera Setting
 Single Player Camera: Tele
 Camera Settings: Default
 Camera Height: 10
 Camera Zoom: 10
 Pro Camera Zoom:10
 Pro Camera Speed: 10
 Pro Camera Swing: 10
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User gameplay customisation
All setting on 50

Visual Setting
 HUD: Player Name Bar
 Time/Score Display: On
 Radar: 2D
 Net Tension: Default
 Net Shape: Default
 Net Mashing: Default
 Scrolling Line Ups: On
Controller setting
 FIFA Trainer: Off
 Auto Switching: Air Balls
 Auto Switching Move Assistance: None
 Pass Assistance: Assisted
 Through Ball Assistance: Assisted
 Shot Assistance: Assisted
 Cross Assistance: Semi
 Lob Pass Assistance: Assisted
 Save Assistance: Assisted
 Analog Sprint: Off
 Defending: Tactical
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